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Light and elevated temperature induced degradation (LeTID) is currently a severe issue in crystalline silicon
photovoltaics, which has led to numerous eﬀorts to both understand the mechanism and to mitigate it. Here we
show that a low-temperature dark anneal performed as the last step in typical solar cell processing inﬂuences
greatly LeTID characteristics, both the strength of the degradation and the degradation kinetics. While a relatively short anneal in the temperature range of 200–240 °C can be detrimental to LeTID by doubling the degradation intensity, an optimized anneal at 300 °C shows the opposite trend providing an eﬃcient means to
eliminate LeTID. Furthermore, we show that the simulated recombination activity of metal precipitation and
dissolution during the dark anneal correlates with the experiments, suggesting a possible explanation for the
LeTID mechanism.

1. Introduction
Light induced degradation (LID) in industrial p-type Czochralski
(CZ) silicon has been studied extensively in the past and it is often referred to as BO-LID due to involvement of boron and oxygen in the
defect formation [1]. Recently, a new type of degradation called Light
and elevated Temperature-Induced Degradation (LeTID), has been observed, especially in p-type Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell (PERC)
architectures, and it has been shown to be more severe than BO-LID [2].
Although LeTID was originally observed in multicrystalline silicon (mcSi) PERC cells, it has later been shown to appear also in CZ [3] and even
in FloatZone silicon [4]. In addition to solar cells, LeTID shows characteristic degradation also in minority carrier lifetime and so-called
implied-Voc samples [5].
While LeTID is clearly aﬀected by charge-carrier injection (e.g. by
light), it is also aﬀected by thermal treatments, especially by the contact
ﬁring process [6–9]. In addition, recent studies have reported the inﬂuence of low-temperature dark anneal (75–275 °C) on LeTID
[8,10,11]. More speciﬁcally, it has been shown that a dark anneal
(hereinafter abbreviated as DA) alone can induce degradation and regeneration similar to LeTID [8,11,12] and that degradation kinetics and
strength depend on the DA temperature [8]. Low-temperature DA as a
pre-treatment to LeTID has only been studied in temperatures below
275 °C and so far only negative impact on LeTID has been reported
[7,8,11–13]. The only exception to this behavior was reported by
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Sharma et al., who noticed reduced LeTID after 20 min of DA at 550 °C
[14].
This work studies the impact of relatively long low-temperature
dark anneal on LeTID in order to gain further insight into the currently
unknown defect mechanism, although strong evidence has been reported for hydrogen playing a crucial role [15]. Our hypothesis is that a
long anneal at slightly higher temperature than 275 °C may have a
signiﬁcant contribution to the diﬀusion of the defects. We are especially
interested if the degradation and regeneration during DA resemble
metal precipitation kinetics, since earlier studies indicate that some
metals may still be present in the bulk after the last high temperature
step [9,16–19]. Further, we are interested to study whether the DA can
inﬂuence the recombination activity of LeTID and possibly mitigate it.
To answer these questions we perform LeTID experiments in mc-Si pretreated with DA at various temperatures (200–300 °C) and durations
(0.5–44 h). The maximum temperature is limited to 300 °C in order to
be able to extend the results to ﬁnished cells. To explain the results we
apply copper precipitation model [20] and compare the simulations
with the experimental results.
2. Experimental
In this work we used commercial square 156 × 156 mm2 B-doped
high-performance mc-Si wafers. The wafers had resistivity of 1.3 Ωcm
and thickness of 190 µm and they were all taken from the same height
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Fig. 2. Charge carrier lifetime vs excess carrier concentration. The symbols
represent measured eﬀective lifetime values. Dashed and dotted lines are ﬁtted
bulk and surface lifetime values that are used to calculate the total eﬀective
lifetime values (solid line). Intrinsic lifetime values are also included in the
ﬁtting, but their values are not shown because they are above 1 ms. The ﬁtted
bulk and surface lifetimes are 153 μs and 90 μs at excess carrier concentration of
1.1e15 cm−3. The experimental data is taken from the sample dark annealed at
300 °C for 2.6 h and illuminated for 3.6 h.

Fig. 1. Process sequence of the studied implied VOC samples. The NDD was
continuously measured during the illumination time. The reference sample (i.e.
no DA after ﬁring) is not included in the ﬁgure.

of the ingot. The wafers were processed at industrial pilot line, following industrial standard processing parameters for PERC to form socalled implied-Voc (ImpVoc) samples. On the front side, the samples had
a POCl3 diﬀused n+ emitter with sheet resistance of ~110 Ωcm that
was passivated with plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposited
(PECVD) SiNX, while the backside was passivated with a typical PECVD
AlOX/SiNX stack. The last processing step was a few seconds of ﬁring at
Tpeak = 835 °C to activate LeTID.
Nine squares were cut from each wafer after processing. The initial
lifetime was mapped to check that the wafers had uniform quality. The
initial bulk lifetime (with the injection level of 1.1e15 cm−3) in each
sample was measured to be 490 ± 70 μs. The samples were then annealed in dark at diﬀerent combinations of temperature and time (see
Fig. 1), while one sample remained as a reference (i.e., it did not experience any DA after ﬁring). The wafers were then exposed to degradation conditions, which consisted of illumination at 0.6 suns in
80 °C for a total of ~1000 h. The light source was an LED lamp, with the
illumination spectrum predominantly in the range 400–800 nm and
peaking at 550 nm. Note that in the beginning of illumination the intensity was reduced to 0.1 suns for 1.5 h to check that the defect formation has similar dependency on the illumination intensity before and
after the DA. Some samples were used for studying the kinetics of the
defect formation during the DA. The recombination rate needed to be
measured at room temperature and we wanted to avoid the inﬂuence of
repeated cooling and heating of the sample. Therefore, instead of annealing one sample for multiple times, identical samples were used for
DA experiments with various times to get reliable time dependent DA
curves.
The eﬀective minority carrier lifetimes were measured both before
and after DA. The evolution of the lifetime was sequentially monitored
also during the illumination. The lifetimes as a function of excess carrier
density were measured using a quasi-steady-state photoconductance
(QSS-PC) tool (Sinton Instruments WCT-120TS) at 24 ± 1 °C. Since
LeTID is known to be a bulk degradation phenomenon and surface
degradation has been observed both during DA [21] and illumination
[22–25], the bulk and surface recombination components should be
carefully separated when analyzing the measured data. This was done
by ﬁtting to the measured injection-dependent lifetime the emitter saturation current density, J0e (surface) and charge carrier lifetime, τbulk
(bulk) components, as described in Ref. [26]. Auger and radiative recombination at the emitter was modeled according to [27,28], and the
rear surface recombination was included in J0e. Shockley-Read-Hall
(SRH) single defect-level model with energy level of Ec−0.35 eV and
capture cross-section ratio of k = 66.4 were used to calculate τbulk. The

same parameters were used for the dark annealed and illuminated
samples. The sample that was dark annealed at 300 °C for 18.5 h had
higher bulk lifetime after DA than the other samples and thus slightly
diﬀerent defect parameters were used (Ec−0.32 eV and k = 44.5) to
reduce the noise to obtain more reliable τbulk. The chosen SRH parameters resulted in the lowest ﬁtting error, but we checked that using
LeTID related defect parameters from literature (Ec−0.56 eV and
k = 33.4) [8], the extracted bulk lifetime values were comparable. The
normalized defect densities that are presented later in this article were
calculated using the above single-defect level SRH bulk lifetime values
at an excess carrier concentration of 1.1·15 cm−3 (0.1·Na).
An example of the injection dependent recombination measurement
and related τbulk and J0e extraction is shown in Fig. 2. The ﬁgure shows
that the model ﬁts well the measurement data resulting in low ﬁtting
error when extracting the bulk lifetime. The ﬁtting error did not increase during illumination.
The normalized defect density (NDD) as a function of illumination
time was determined with the following equation:

NDDt =

1
1
−
τbulk (t)
τbulk,DA

(1)

where τbulk is, as described above, the bulk lifetime extracted from the
measurement data with the SRH single-defect level model during illumination and τbulk,DA is the bulk lifetime after dark annealing (before
illumination). The normalized defect densities after dark anneal, after
1000 h illumination and at maximum degradation were calculated with
the following equations

NDDDA =

1
1
−
τbulk,DA
τbulk,0

NDD1000h =

1
1
−
τbulk,1000h
τbulk,0

NDDmax.deg =

1
1
−
τbulk,max.deg
τbulk,DA

(2)

(3)

(4)

where τbulk,0, τbulk,1000h and τbulk,max.deg are the bulk lifetimes before
dark annealing (initial) and after 1000 h illumination and at maximum
degradation, respectively. The change in the maximum normalized
defect density (NDDmax.deg,change) was calculated with the following
equation
135
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Fig. 4. Normalized defect density (NDD) vs illumination time (0.6 suns, 75 °C)
in the samples dark annealed at 300 °C for 0.5 h (right-pointing triangle), 2.6 h
(grey circle) and 18.5 h (black up-pointing triangle) prior to illumination. The
reference sample without dark anneal (DA) is also shown as a reference (stars).
The symbols are the measured values and the dashed lines serve as guide to the
eye. The legend shows the DA times. The inset zooms on the sample annealed
for 18.5 h. Normalization is done with the values measured directly after the DA
(i.e. NDDDA, values before illumination).

Fig. 3. Normalized defect density (NDD) vs illumination time (0.6 suns, 75 °C)
in the samples dark annealed at 200 °C (circle), 240 °C (grey up-pointing triangle) and 300 °C (black right-pointing triangle) for 0.5 h prior to illumination.
The sample without dark anneal (DA) is also shown as a reference (stars). The
symbols are the measured values and the dashed lines serve as guide to the eye.
The legend shows the DA temperature. The normalization is done with the
values measured directly after the DA (i.e. NDDDA, values before illumination).

NDDmax.deg.change = 100%*(NDDmax.deg − NDDmax.deg,ref )/NDDmax.deg,ref

regenerated during the following illumination. Indeed, the DA itself
slightly increased the initial NDD, i.e. NDDDA > NDD0. Similar regeneration of DA-induced defects during illumination is also observed
in Refs. [10,11]. This phenomenon is further clariﬁed in Section 3.3,
where the time dependence of the DA defect generation is presented.

(5)
where NDDmax.deg,ref is the value for the reference sample without dark
annealing and it was calculated with Eq. (4) using τbulk,0 instead of
τbulk,DA.
NDD has a direct correlation to the intensity of cell degradation. For
instance in an industrial 20% mc-Si PERC cells, a typical maximum
NDD is in the order of 105 1/s in lifetime samples after light degradation, which corresponds the absolute cell eﬃciency degradation of 2%
[29]. By reducing NDD ~50%, the corresponding absolute degradation
would be only ~1%.

3.2. Impact of dark annealing time on LeTID
Since the 300 °C anneal showed the most interesting characteristics,
we extended the anneal times to see if the duration has any impact on
LeTID. Thus, Fig. 4 shows the same LeTID curve presented in Fig. 3, but
with varying DA times. Indeed, it is seen that both the maximum LeTID
and the timescale of degradation depends heavily on the anneal time,
i.e. LeTID is stronger the shorter the DA duration. Interestingly, after
very long DA (18.5 h), during following illumination LeTID is almost
totally suppressed. If NDDt is normalized to NDDDA, in the sample with
18.5 h DA, the NDDt is positive during the whole duration of the illumination (see inset in Fig. 4). However, if NDD is normalized to the
value measured prior to dark anneal (NDD0), NDDt remains negative
during the whole duration of the illumination. This means that such DA
has increased the initial bulk lifetime, and additionally, during all
points of illumination, the bulk lifetime remains above the initial value
of the standard reference cell that has not experienced such DA.
In light of such promising results, the longer dark anneals were also
performed at lower temperatures, to see if a similar mechanism is
present there too. The results of these experiments are summarized in
Table 1. Indeed, the long anneals at lower temperatures show the same
trend and a clear correlation of annealing time on the reduced LeTID.
Obviously the required time is much longer for LeTID mitigation at
lower temperatures. At 200 °C and 240 °C, the required time to reduce
LeTID is 44 and 21 h, respectively. Total LeTID suppression at 200 °C
and 240 °C would thus likely take much longer duration and they would
become impractical.
While long dark anneals as those summarized in Table 1 have not
been reported before as pre-treatment for LeTID, there are some studies
showing the impact of short low-temperature DA on LeTID characteristics. When DA was performed at temperatures and times in the range
125–232 °C and 8 min–2.5 h, respectively, it always resulted in increased LeTID and it also fastened the degradation [7,11–13]. This

3. Results
3.1. Impact of dark annealing temperature on LeTID
Fig. 3 shows the normalized defect density (NDDt) as a function of
illumination time at elevated temperature (i.e. LeTID curve) in the
samples that were exposed to 0.5 h dark anneal (DA) at various temperatures prior to illumination. The reference sample without any anneal is also shown in the ﬁgure. The LeTID curve measured in the reference sample is in close agreement with literature [12]. However, the
DA temperature seems to have a large impact on LeTID behavior in
regards to both the kinetics and the maximum degradation and regeneration. If the dark anneal temperature is below 300 °C, the maximum degradation is obtained slightly faster as compared to the reference sample, i.e. after 15–25 h or 35 h of illumination, respectively.
Furthermore, the measured maximum NDD is much higher, even doubled, after such anneals. Interestingly, when increasing the dark anneal
temperature to 300 °C, LeTID slows down considerably and the maximum LeTID is reached only after 400 h. Furthermore, the maximum
NDD is slightly lower than in the reference sample, suggesting that
300 °C and possibly higher temperatures could be beneﬁcial in reducing
LeTID.
Additionally, it is interesting to see that after the regeneration and
saturation, the ﬁnal NDD becomes negative as compared to the initial
value measured after the DA (NDDDA), which is especially clear in the
200 °C and 240 °C samples. The phenomenon suggests that some defects
are possibly generated during the DA and are then consequently
136
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suggest that the longer the DA anneal time and the higher the temperature, the closer to optimal the initial conditions are (i.e. prior to
illumination). Indeed, this was also conﬁrmed by our experiments (as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4).
There are currently many speculations about the root cause of the
LeTID defect and how to explain the similar DA recombination activity.
The majority of both theories and experiments support the presence of
hydrogen as one crucial component and rules out the role of metal
contamination [15], while other studies support the involvement of fast
diﬀusing metals [18,31]. In this work we study the latter approach, i.e.
the possibility of formation and dissolution of recombination active
metal precipitates and the simultaneous segregation of the mobile
metals to the surface or the emitter. Modeling the metal precipitation
and dissolution, as well as segregation and diﬀusion at diﬀerent temperatures, is relatively straightforward based on the models found in
literature [20]. Such models can be used for diﬀerent impurities, but in
this work we use the physical parameters for copper [32]. In addition to
modeling the impurity redistributions, we also simulate the recombination rate during the dark anneals reported above to see if they
correlate with the experiments. Regarding the defect formation, the
model by Vahlman et al. [20] is used, which couples the kinetic precipitation model and the Schottky junction model, thus enabling the
calculation of charge carrier recombination rate induced by precipitates. In the simulations the initial interstitial and precipitated
copper concentrations in the bulk of the wafer were 2e13 cm−3 and
7e11 cm−3, respectively. Note that copper concentration in the emitter
remains below the solubility and thus the copper transport to the
emitter is a fully diﬀusion limited process.
Fig. 5 shows that the simulations show a similar trend with the
experiments. Since it is known that the model used for the defect formation overestimates the copper precipitation [32], the simulated values of the recombination rate are much higher than the measured
values, especially at long annealing times. It is known that by adjusting
the interfacial energy between precipitate and silicon matrix, a better
agreement also at long annealing times would be reachable. Nevertheless, the trend is the same with all samples. The increase in the bulk
recombination rate at the beginning of the dark anneal can be explained
by the formation of recombination active precipitates, which occurs
instantly after ﬁring as the fast cooling leads to a strong supersaturation
of dissolved metals. The maximum recombination rate is the highest at
the lowest temperature (200 °C), because the driving force for precipitation decreases as a function of temperature. On the other hand,
the regeneration of the defect after being annealed for some time can be
explained by precipitate dissolution, i.e. the precipitates dissolve because the dissolved metal concentration decreases below the solid solubility due to segregation to emitter (or surfaces). The dissolution is
the fastest at the highest temperature (300 °C) because the driving force
for precipitation is the lowest. Therefore, the bulk recombination rate
starts to decrease earlier when increasing temperature. It should be
noticed that metal precipitate dissolution is a slow process, which explains the decreasing trend observed in the simulation even after 100 h
of DA. To summarize, the change in the bulk recombination rate in our
samples could be explained with fast metal precipitation and slow
dissolution. Similar phenomenon could be also present under LeTID
conditions, although the dissolution (i.e. regeneration) would be very
slow due to low metal solubility close to room temperature.

Table 1
List of the samples with respective dark anneal (DA) temperature, time and the
corresponding defect densities at various stages of degradation. The defect
density after DA (NDDDA) and after 1000 h illumination (NDD1000h), were
calculated with Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. The strength of the degradation
(NDDmax.deg.change) as compared to the non-annealed reference sample was
calculated with Eq. (5). Positive (negative) value means that the maximum
LeTID is higher (lower) than in the reference sample without DA.
DA temp.
(°C)

DA time
(h)

NDDDA (1/
s)

NDD1000h (1/
s)

NDDmax.deg

200
200
240
240
240
300
300
300

0.5
44.3
0.5
4.2
21
0.5
2.6
18.5

6800
1100
5600
900
−800
−700
−1300
−1100

−200
0
−500
−500
−900
9200
−700
−700

63
−55
80
15
−60
−16
−61
−97

change

(%)

result is in line with our samples dark annealed at 200 °C and 240 °C
(Fig. 3). When DA was performed at 250–275 °C [12] or at 300 °C [14],
LeTID became extremely slow and no regeneration was reported, even
after 1000 h illumination [12]. This behavior is similar to our sample
dark annealed at 300 °C for 0.5 h, although in our study the regeneration started after 400 h. When the DA temperature was increased to
550 °C, LeTID kinetics became faster [14]. At these higher temperatures, 20 min DA at both 300 °C and 550 °C resulted in the reduction of
LeTID, with a more pronounced eﬀect at 550 °C [14]. Thus, combining
those results and ours, it can be speculated that a long anneal at 550 °C
could also mitigate LeTID, although a relatively higher temperature
may change again the precondition for LeTID defects.
The contact ﬁring step during cell processing can be also considered
as a dark anneal pre-treatment, although it has typically a rather short
duration (tens of seconds) and it is also performed at high temperatures
(TPEAK > 600 °C). Nonetheless, the ﬁring parameters have shown to
impact LeTID, e.g. a slow cooling [30] or a low peak temperature (
≤675 °C) [7,8] drastically reduce LeTID. In addition, it was shown that,
in case of multiple ﬁring steps, the degradation intensity and kinetics
depend on the last step [7]. In all the implied VOC and solar cell samples
reported in literature until now, LeTID has been clearly present when
ﬁring temperature has been 700 °C or above. However, the general
trend reported in literature is similar to what observed in our samples,
i.e. DA at temperatures ≤675 °C reduces LeTID. These short ﬁring anneals are still diﬃcult to compare with our results, since we have shown
that the time of the DA has also a signiﬁcant impact on the subsequent
LeTID behavior. This is further clariﬁed in the following section.
3.3. Time-evolution of recombination during dark anneal
Based on the experimental results reported above, the DA aﬀects the
defects that are responsible for LeTID, and it is therefore crucial to
understand the phenomena occurring during the DA. To obtain further
insight into this, we studied the evolution of the recombination rate
during the DA, at the same temperatures used in the experiments (i.e.
200 °C, 240 °C and 300 °C, as shown in Fig. 5a–c, respectively).
The general trend observed in Fig. 5 is that the recombination rate
strongly increases in the beginning of DA and then decreases back to the
initial value – or even below. A similar behavior was reported also in
earlier studies at temperatures of 175 °C (in implied Voc samples) [8]
and 250 °C (in Voc of ﬁnished cells) [12]. Such behavior resembles the
actual LeTID characteristics and indeed, it has been suggested earlier
that the defects generated during DA are the same that are generated
during LeTID. The speculations have recently been conﬁrmed by injection dependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS) analysis [8]. From the
LeTID point of view, it would be beneﬁcial to have as low defect density
as possible prior to illumination. Thus, the results shown in the Fig. 5

4. Conclusions
In this contribution we have shown that a dark anneal performed
prior to illumination has a large impact on LeTID behavior. Both the
temperature and time of the anneal aﬀect the maximum LeTID as well
as the kinetics of degradation. The most interesting ﬁnding is that extending the dark anneal time to several hours suppresses LeTID, i.e.
LeTID was removed almost completely at 300 °C. However, dark anneal
for 0.5 h at 300 °C had a strong negative impact, as it slowed down
137
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Fig. 5. Bulk recombination rate as a function of dark annealing time at a) T = 200 °C, b) T = 240 °C and c) T = 300 °C. The experimental recombination values
(symbols) are compared to the simulated ones (lines). The samples went for LeTID aging after they experienced DA anneal in b) and c). The initial value for the
recombination rate before DA in each sample was measured to be 0.21 ± 0.03e4 1/s.

greatly the LeTID degradation and regeneration rate ( saturation was
not reached even after 1000 h of illumination). Similarly, dark anneal at
lower temperatures (≤250 °C) lead to much stronger LeTID compared
to samples without any dark anneal. A possible theory for the defect
formation mechanism during dark anneal was given based on simulations of metal precipitation and dissolution, which showed similar
trends with the experiments. The next step will be to study the impact
of such long anneals on LeTID in the ﬁnished PERC cells.
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